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THE CREATIVE JOURNEY

Tell  us about the beginning of your journey in the design world? How did the love
for products and interiors emerge?

In 2010 when Ana had recently f inished her studies in interior design we found
ourselves in a very tough financial  crisis in Spain with few job opportunities.  The few
available jobs were looking for people who wanted to develop the technical part of
the projects more, while Ana was more interested in developing her creativity.
Therefore we decided together to found our own studio. At f irst ,  we were focused on
decorating houses, but we real ized very quickly that we wanted to design custom
projects,  so we quickly refocused on the commercial  sector.  We started by building a
store and office to evolve into restaurant design. As an intermediate step, we also
began to offer to brand and consulting services for furniture and l ighting brands. We
began to develop the strategies and artistic director of various brands. At this t ime
we were already making custom products in our interior design projects,  but we had
not yet designed a product for a brand. We real ly wanted to design some pieces and
after thinking about it  a lot,  we jumped into the pool there in 2015. The reception
was a success and we were hooked on developing more collections.

"WE CREATE EMOTIONAL PROJECTS, FULL
OF DETAILS AND TEXTURES THAT
SURPRISE USERS, WHETHER IN AN
INTERIOR DESIGN PROJECT OR IN A
PRODUCT DESIGN. WE ALSO SPEAK MANY
TIMES OF OUR UNIVERSE IN WHICH WE
MIX COLORS, MATERIALS, AND TEXTURES
IN SEARCH OF INNOVATIVE PROPOSALS
FOR EACH CLIENT."
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Recognized as the rising stars of design by Elle Decoration and
Architectural Digest Spain,  MASQUESPACIO designers are the thinkers
behind Essential  Home’s new furniture collection, called Hollywood
Glamour.  Christophe and Ana took us through an inspiring journey of their
work, and, as a bonus, the young talents unveiled some exclusive details of
their vision for their new collection for the mid-century modern brand.

A GLANCE INTO MASQUESPACIO'S NEW MID-CENTURY
FURNITURE COLLECTION
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We know that you are both from different countries of origin,  yet you came
together to create one of the most renowned design studios in the world. . .  How did
Masquespacio studio was born?

I  (Christophe) had always had an entrepreneurial  streak and when I  saw that Ana
couldn't f ind a job in what she l iked, I  convinced her to set up our studio. We had
been together for a couple of years at the time and she didn't think much of it .  The
truth, however,  is that neither of us came from famil ies related to interior design and
product design, nor architecture, so although we developed a business plan the first
years we had a bit of f inding our way, however,  we were very clear that we had to
offer something different to compete with the existing studios. Litt le by l itt le,  we
began to develop our own vision. Especial ly because we real ized right away that we
were not satisfied with simply doing a project.  We had to do something different,
more innovative, and come up with a surprising result .  We are people who l ike to
progress,  see the world differently,  and try to face new challenges that help us in
this evolution. As we were doing more projects we were able to start talking about
our vision and we think that it  is what makes us stand out today with our projects.  As
for our origins in Belgium and Colombia,  they are highly reflected in our projects and
our way of working. Maybe not so much in terms of style but in the Latin passion
that Ana has in the projects and the Belgian methodology/structure of mine.
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Do you think the relationship
between designer and cl ient is a
fundamental part of the creative
process? Why?

 For us,  it  is of major importance to
have a good connection with our
cl ients as this is the beginning of a
successful project.  When we
receive a request from a cl ient the
first thing we evaluate is if  we are
connecting with them and if  the
concept they want to develop
matches our requirements.  Without
an open relationship and a cl ient in
search of something new, it  would
be impossible for us to create a
unique project design.

In terms of your creative process,  do you are
usually on the same page when it  comes to
the inspirational process? 

Our creative process always begins with
knowing the cl ient and their needs. From
there I  start to develop a concept.  The
concept can vary a lot and depends a lot on
the type of project we are working on. Thus,
creating a concept for a hamburger chain in
which a commercial  image is sought is not the
same as a boutique hotel in which a much
more unique project can be developed. Once
the concept is determined, I  begin to create
the project.  I  do everything in 3D and I  go
through many sources of inspiration: fashion,
cinema, design, and art,  among others.  My
clients are always part of my inspiration
because I  design for them. Also traveling is
another great source that I  use…. In short,  al l
the detai ls that surround me can end up
being part of a design. Regarding the 3D
processes, I  do tests and tests and tests unti l
I  reach a result that I  can say I  am satisfied,
without looking at the clock and the hours
invested. The main thing is the final result!
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As Designers,  how much in your opinion
is important following the design
trends established in the industry?

 As an evolution of our career,  we are
more and more focused on getting away
from the design trends. Although when
you work on a more commercial  project
we think it  is important that you know
the design trends and try to reuse them
as you wil l  need to attract a mass
market.  When you are working for a
chef or a boutique hotel on the other
hand you can get away from the design
trends. The market is although evolving
and the masses are more and more
informed by the design trends, for which
they are also much more open to total ly
new and innovative concepts.

NEW PARNERSHIP, NEW CHAPTER

In your vision what is the essence of
the brand's Essential  Home?

 For us,  it 's a mix of several things. First
of al l ,  of course, a mid-century inspired
design. Secondly,  a high-quality
production that gets away from the
timeless neutral  creations we have seen
a lot through Scandinavian brands,
bringing an aesthetic that seeks more to
present emotions and unique forms.

POGGI UGO BY MASQUESPACIOPOGGI UGO BY MASQUESPACIO

If  you had to name the project of your career and your l ife,  which it  would be?

We have several highlights in our careers,  but for different reasons. Nozomi Sushi
Bar is one of the first ones as it  was our f irst restaurant developed for a f ine dining
experience and at the same time, it  al lowed us to know a new culture and way of
thinking. The Toadstool col lection on the other hand was our f irst official  furniture
collection developed for a brand for which it  was the starting point of our product
design projects.  When we did the 2 residences for.  The Student Hotel in Barcelona a
few years ago with 22000 m2 and 2500 m2 it was our biggest projects at that
moment and we had to learn how to work more organized and with more detai ls on a
technical level for which we cal l  it  many times a master for our studio. Last but not
least,  we would l ike to highlight the exhibit ion to celebrate the 100 years of Ital ian
company Poggi Ugo we presented during the last Milan Design Week.
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 What was the thing that captivated me
the most to o go forward with this
project?

We were attracted by the brand already a
few years ago. We felt that they were
more into creating a unique aesthetic with
a highly emotionally factor traduced in
furniture collections ful l  of surprising
detai ls.  When Essential  Home contacted
us, since the beginning we were excited to
develop some designs for them. For us,  it
is important that we feel connected with
the brand that wants us to develop some
items for them and this was the case with
Essential  Home. Thus, we offered a wide
range of products from chairs and tables
to barstools and even some l ighting
features. Al l  the designs are divided into
2/3 main collections with each a different
aesthetic and concept.

How do you feel about this unique partnership?
It was a challenge working on the collections
just by virtual in the last months?

 Although it  is always more diff icult to create
a connection through the virtual world,  we
directly created a great connection with the
Essential  Home team. I  think it  was clear from
the beginning that both teams as a partner
wanted to do the same: create unique
collections to surprise their customers.

MID-CENTURY CORNERMID-CENTURY CORNER
BY ESSENTIAL HOMEBY ESSENTIAL HOME

ESSENTIAL HOME LIVING SETESSENTIAL HOME LIVING SET

Which are the techniques you appreciate
most or would you l ike to examine in-depth?

We have been working previously with some
Portuguese brands and were highly surprised
by the high quality of carpentry in Portugal ,
combining craftsmanship and technologies to
create an outstanding production. We
especial ly l ike to highlight the capacity of
Essential  Home to create a much more
innovative design with singular forms and
mixing different techniques that are
highlighted amongst the many brands with an
approach to Nordic Design.
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What is the main message that you want to
pass to the design world with this collection?

We want them to enjoy a moment of joy ful l
of emotions when they use our designs in
their environment no matter if  the products
are used for a restaurant,  hotel ,  or just your
home. Let’s make the customer smile for a
moment and be surprised by some pieces
ful l  of surprising and excit ing detai ls .

"THE COLLECTIONS ARE INSPIRED BY DIFFERENT ACTORS AND
ACTRESSES FROM THE PAST AND THE PRESENT AND CONNECT
TOGETHER OR JUST CAN STAND OUT SEPARATELY. FROM THE
ROMANTIC MOVIE ”AN AFFAIR TO REMEMBER”, TO THE BURLESQUE
WORLD FROM ZSA ZSA GABOR TO CHARLIE’S ANGELS."
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How would you describe your unique
products for Essential  Home to any design
enthusiast?

 We would say they are ful l  of emotions,
organic forms, and contrast of materials in
the typical style of our designs. Of course,
there wil l  also be a strong touch of color and
let’s say some new type of textures.

How would you describe your
unique products for Essential
Home to any design enthusiast?

 We would say they are ful l  of
emotions, organic forms, and
contrast of materials in the
typical style of our designs. Of
course, there wil l  also be a
strong touch of color and let’s
say some new type of textures.

MARCO ARMCHAIR BYMARCO ARMCHAIR BY
ESSENTIAL HOMEESSENTIAL HOME



"EMOTIONAL, EXPLOSIVE, AND WITH A TOUCH OF JOY.""EMOTIONAL, EXPLOSIVE, AND WITH A TOUCH OF JOY."

The  NEW  Hollywood Glamour Collection From The Eyes Of MASQUESCIO Is:

A GLANCE OF MASQUESPACIO'S "HOLLYWOOD GLAMOUR" COLLECTION
FOR ESSENTIAL HOME:

NESBITT DINING AND ARMCHAIR

"THE REINTERPRETATION OF THE MID-CENTURY AESTHETIC BY NEW YOUNG
DESIGNERS IS PUSHING IT TO ANOTHER LEVEL. THIS ALSO HAPPENED MANY
YEARS AGO WITH THE NEW MEMPHIS WHICH EVOLVED TO A MASS MARKET.
THE NEW MID-CENTURY WILL POSSIBLY EVOLVE THE SAME WAY ALTHOUGH AS
IT IS MUCH MORE TIMELESS IT'S PROBABLE THAT IT WILL MAINTAIN TO BE A
TREND FOR A MORE SELECTED MARKET."
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ABOUT US:
Essential Home sees this style as a stylish

sanctuary from the stresses of l ife.
 

In interior design, it ’s all about respect for history,
you should bring together the iconic character and

elegance of the space with practical luxury. But
Paris, as its fun and magic side and Parisienne

style, is that whole idea of anti-decor, always have
to look like you’ve done it yourself l ike a true

French.
 

What better way to represent them to mix our soft
and clean Marco Dining chair with the robust and
sturdy Bertoia marble table. The key is to keep it
simple, mixing vintage with new, and allow our

memories and treasures brought home from
travels to shape space rather than sticking to any

particular interior style.
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